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Start of NEW Building, Classroom. Now Keshe Foundation is not just one man, releasing 

technology worldwide on free for everyone. Medical treatments on donation basis. Health 

section start in June on Cancer. Accept 100 cases around the world to test technology. 

Each case is totally different from one another, this is good test for space trail . Send 

request to cancer@spaceshipinstitute.org.  (:13).  Doctors are also invited to monitor their 

patients. (:23).  Luca makes presentation, how the Universes works, neutron which is a 

universe. Each thing has a unique field strength based on its own exact mass. Creation of 

blood stream and heart, and cell. Ancient Greek navigators wheel. How membranes are 

formed. (:56).  Keshe, we have to give him a chance to explain. He has some valid points 

and right to teach us as anyone. Keep repeating yourself. red and blue lines are MG 

fields. You're going into the philosophy of the creation and it needs the physicality of 

creation. It's too complicated. Plasma fields of our bodies, looks like symbols of every 

religion. (1:06).  You touched on something, symbols of Christianity, was given 

thousands of years ago, Star Formation is symbol of the Cross draw circle around it and 

you have the Universal Community. It's the essence of creation, and why Jesus called the 

"Son of God". The Star Formation is a channel to the Creator. When the Creator is 

present (Star Formation) no need for the priest. The Essence of the Fire, the Sun. 

Christianity is a derivative of the Zoroastrism, because people couldn't understand it. 

Structure of RNA and DNA looks like flowers from concentric circles. (1:17).  RNA and 

DNA are different from 1000 years ago, because it grows and accumulates, that is how 

we evolve. You can go back to original recording where it started. We all (all beings on 

earth) started from same DNA, from the Sea. Can create a robot with emotion from the 

star formation. It has happened before that the robots took over, they need to be 

controlled. The knowledge, when one gets it we all can access it. Whatever we discuss 

now is added to the soul of man even if he is not present. The memory are added. (1:26). 

Through the free plasma of the Star Formation , we can touch the soul of the man. We 

can effect his soul so he doesn't even know why he is carrying a gun. We can create 

World peace by overriding the brain. But if Keshe does it you'll not learn and will go 

back to animal. We are teaching you to do it.  The Tesla batteries and produce water.  

The sign of Pharmaceutical, line and 2 snakes.  All the symbols have been put together 

for the time of collection, now is that time. The earth and galaxy have also a heartbeat. 

(1:41). The sign of Foundation is "Horn of Plenty", physicality receives information from 

the soul. The 7 tones of the Universe. The Tri-Tones. The Seven Valleys of Koran, called 

the music of universe (peace). Every structure in Universe has its own pitch (field 

strength).   Lucas presentation on the Plasma battery. Keshe released Nano technology 

creation with caustic open to the public, so they can't patent it. (2:03).  These batteries are 

Nano. More energy at night then in the daytime. This is a lasting energy source, it is 

absorbing energy from environment. Copper decays. Add to it ceramic and you get 

absorption of radiation as its done now at Fukoshima. By scraping the Nano wires at 

bottom you get AC current also. Make it at home. Tesla corporation released their patents 

because Keshe has already done it.   Next step is add Gans. (2:42). It's potential in  

KWatts.  When coating wires have to keep track of what ends you cut, so the plasmatic 

flow is not interactive. Also pay attention to Nano to Nano to get DC. Have to wash th 

caustic off or it will short circuit.  

 


